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its sevens tennis, which can be played with
the same fundamentals as the full version
with seven players taking part on a single
court. the system is designed for summer
activity, featuring both indoor and outdoor
sessions. and it can be played at home on
two different surfaces including grass or

real court. this makes the n-gage version of
virtua tennis 3 even more confusing than it

already was. we gave up on any sort of
realistic sports analog in the n-gage, but
this is a real sport, and it requires timing
and precision and skill. we spent a few
sessions practicing. we immediately

noticed that we have to exercise extreme
mental focus for this title, since our
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emotional control is being challenged to
the fullest. the release of mario tennis open

in 2004 was the one that completely
eclipsed this mode as the preferred tennis
sequel.a table tennis mode was also added
for a limited time during its development.
the game has a similar mode, called table
tennis tour, in the wii version.table tennis

was also made by double dash hit, and was
meant to be a different game altogether.
however, it was never fully developed and

was never made available for other
platforms. a few months later, after this
release, double dash hit announced that

they were shutting down. the most recent
changes to the game is of the update v2.0
that was made back in june of 2014 and

was applied to the european version of the
game and the japanese version of the
game. the update was made by the

company, egosoft, who has previously
made many of the mario tennis titles, and
it contained a few new features and a few
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new locations, as well as a few minor
graphical tweaks. the game is fully

playable on the original game disc and
does not require any additional patching to

be played on the wii u virtual console,
unlike other wii u virtual console titles that
require patches for them to be playable.
the patch is available as a free download

on the wii u's eshop. the wii u virtual
console re-release of the game originally
came with the patch as well as the newly-
created mario tennis mini game for the wii

u gamepad.
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On top of this, the default camera angle is
the worst I've ever seen. It shows play from
overhead, which has no purpose other than

obfuscation and hurts the game's overall
immersion. Players are given no

opportunity to adjust the camera, so their
player models are virtually stuck at all
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times with their legs stuck behind their
lower bodies. The game would have been
far more usable if players had an option to

adjust it as they choose. The N-Gage
version of Virtua Tennis also limits the
player in gameplay ways that will not

excite the diehard. It seems that the game
is forcing players to play up to six players

simultaneously, so online action is certainly
spoiled. And with online matches available,
you're forced to start the game with a fully
connected match for both players (versus
the GBA version, you only have to do this

in single matches). This is a problem
especially when many people join and

leave an online match. It makes for a very
tedious match for at least half the players.

The tiny palettes and low resolutions,
coupled with poor sound quality, make it

extremely difficult to see what your
opponents are doing at all times (even

single players). Yet, the biggest issue of all
with the N-Gage version of Virtua Tennis is
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that no variation on play can be seen. Even
when you look in the stands, you see

virtually the same thing. Flickering lights
and too few colored banners are nowhere
near as exciting on the N-Gage version of

Virtua Tennis 2 as they are on the GBA
version. When you do finally see something
unique it's usually a player's attire, such as
a player donning a multi-colored sponsor

logo or a top-hat. Sadly, the N-Gage
version of Virtua Tennis has no unique

spectators, and none of them ever wear
anything other than what they have on in

the game. 5ec8ef588b
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